Abstract: Promotion of the emergence of synergistic linkages between different firms is crucial in the development of Industrial Symbiosis (IS) networks or Eco-Industrial Parks (EIP). Appropriate strategies for the promotion of inter-firm interactions are required to enhance the emergence of IS networks through institutional capacity building. This research draws on insight from Diffusion of Innovations (DoI) theory, and considers the emergence and development of IS as a process where the knowledge, attitude and implementation of IS synergies are gradually adopted by firms. Accordingly, we propose an Agent-Based Model (ABM) to investigate the influence of promoting strategies associated with various dimensions of institutional capabilities, on the identification of opportunity sets for IS synergies. The simulation results show that both "Knowledge Coordination" and "Relationship Coordination" have a positive impact on the identification of IS opportunities (represented by the adoption of positive attitudes). However, the performance of promoting strategies depends to a great extent on the mobilization capacity and the characteristics of the specific IS solutions. We believe the proposed research provides insights and implications for the design of the strategies to promote effective IS practice.
Introduction
Since the 1970s, a network of inter-firm synergistic linkages has gradually emerged in Kalundborg, Denmark, where firms trade their by-products and formed a cascade of interacting use of energy with one another, yielding remarkable environmental and economic benefits [1] . In the 1990s, this unique collaborative pattern was described as "Industrial Symbiosis (IS)", an ecological metaphor to explain the synergistic relationships between co-located industries which had been traditionally separated [2] . Through the exchange of by-products, infrastructure/utility sharing and joint service provision, IS has been shown to reduce the negative impact of industrial activities on the environment [2, 3] . The Kalundborg case has become an inspiration for global sustainable development, and IS has also drawn increasing attention from academics, industries, and governments, as an appealing solution to address environmental issues resulting from industrial activities. In the 21st century, there has been an increase in the number of IS pilot projects, particularly in the form of Eco-Industrial Parks (EIPs) [2] . Over 40 countries have been involved in EIP and IS practices [4] , and each country has specific ways to interpret and implement IS in its industrial activities [5] .
However, attempts to implement IS have not always been successful. Many articles based on empirical studies have discussed the barriers as well as the determining factors which promote the emergence of IS. Heeres et al., (2004) described the barriers that need to be overcome to establish and operated. Similarly, the three IS development models discussed above (also referred to widely in the IS literature) just offer a generic typology to distinguish the dynamics of how IS linkages emerge among firms. Table 1 . Characteristics of IS development models from the perspective of diffusion systems 1 .
Self-Organizing
Planned Facilitated
Corresponding Diffusion Systems
Decentralized Centralized Hybrid
Direction of diffusion
Among the firms (that could be considered as the potential adopters of IS knowledge, positive attitude and practice) through their horizontal networks.
One-way direction from the promoting agency to firms. In the context of planned IS, the promoting agency (usually a governmental agency) acts as the central planner.
Among firms through the coordination of the promoting agency, as well as from the promoting agency.
In the context of facilitated IS, the promoting agency is usually a third-party organization who acts as facilitator.
Source of innovations
Innovations come from the firms who are also the potential adopters.
Innovations come from R&D, introduced by the promoting agency (central planner).
Innovations come from the firms themselves as well as the R&D introduced by the promoting agency (facilitator).
Who decide the innovation The firms themselves.
Top administrators and technical subject-matter experts (in the context of planned IS, represented by the central planner).
The firms themselves. In addition, top administrators might be involved in the introduction of some very promising innovations (coordinated by the facilitator).
Degree of centralization in innovation-decision
Sharing of control among the firms themselves; or client control by the opinion leaders in the firms.
Overall controlled by the top administrators and technical subject-matter experts (represented by the central planner).
Sharing of control among the firms themselves; or client control by the opinion leaders. Alternatively, decisions on some promising innovations might follow the centralized model. 1 Contents of Table 1 are generated partially based on Rogers (2003) , Table 9 -1 [22] (p. 396).
Stimulating IS Emergence: Strategies for Institutional Capacity Building
Considering the strategies that promote the IS process at the industrial park-or cluster-level, Boons et al. (2011) , and Boons and Spekkink (2012) have provided a hypothesis that the emergence of IS linkages is made by continuous institutional capacity building, which includes three dimensions of institutional capabilities as follows [5, 17] .
• Relational capacity: The ability provided by networking activities to reduce transaction costs among firms through increased trust and mutual understanding.
•
Knowledge capacity: The ability to acquire and share information/knowledge that enables firms and other actors to reduce the environmental impact of their activities.
Mobilization capacity: The ability of actors to activate and involve the firms that are necessary for IS development.
Based on substantial IS literature, Boons and Spekkink (2012) have further proposed a conceptual framework (see Figure 1 ) that indicates that the institutional capacity directly affects the feasibility of IS opportunities, which in turn affects the condition and performance of inter-firm symbiotic synergies.
The micro-level part of this conceptual model shows a quite similar sequence of actions as in the adoption-decision process. The conceptual model proposes that the firms/actors first identify the opportunities for IS synergies, then make decisions based on these opportunity sets and implement them in IS practice. Accordingly, from the perspective of DoI, the decision process for firms to participate in IS practices consists of the sequence of knowledge adoption, attitude formulation, and the innovation decision, among which the former two (knowledge adoption and attitude formulation) eventually lead to the outcomes of innovation decision. It could be concluded that, in the context of IS emergence, the understanding and interpretation of micro-level actions are verified mutually from both the DoI perspective and IS institutional capacity perspective. We then propose that the identification of opportunity sets by firms could be considered as their adoption of knowledge of certain IS synergies as well as the positive attitudes towards them, while the follow-up decision-making and IS implementation correspond to the practice adoption of the adoption-decision process.
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Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS)
Agent-Based modeling (ABM) is a computational approach that investigates macro level complex emergent phenomena by simulation of the collective micro behavior of autonomous agents. As one of the methodologies and tools developed associated with the area of complex science [36] , ABM adopts a "bottom-up" perspective, focusing on actions and interactions instead of establishing a complete image of a complex system. Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS) has been applied to a wide range of research fields including biology, sociology, epidemiology, economics, and organizational science. Its application not only provides these fields with the intuitive aids to facilitate the construction of theories and concepts, but also is a practical tool for scenario evaluation, decision support and policy forecasting [37] .
Many articles have demonstrated the potential contribution of ABMS to the relevant contexts of IS, for instance in industrial ecology/ecosystems and eco-industrial parks (EIPs). Axtell et al., (2001) considered ABMS as a promising approach for industrial ecologists that provides a test bed for conducting experiments to evaluate management and public policy [38] . Janssen (2008) underlined the ABM approach as the carrier to introduce a social science perspective to the analysis of industrial ecosystems [39] . Romero and Ruiz (2014) applied ABM as an analytical tool to support and facilitate the transformation of industrial systems into industrial ecosystems [21] .
Agent-Based Model Design

The Assumptions of a Generic Industrial System
The aim of this model is to investigate the impact of promoting strategies on the identification of IS opportunities in an estimated industrial system that consists of three different types of firms (represented as type I, type II and type III firms). The process of opportunity identification could be considered as the process of diffusion/adoption of the knowledge of certain IS synergistic solutions, and the positive attitudes towards them, as discussed in Section 2.2. The manufacturing input-output processes in the estimated industrial system are shown in Figure 2 . [17] describing how institutional capacity affects IS emergence.
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Agent-Based Model Design
The Assumptions of a Generic Industrial System
The aim of this model is to investigate the impact of promoting strategies on the identification of IS opportunities in an estimated industrial system that consists of three different types of N firms (represented as type I, type II and type III firms). The process of opportunity identification could be considered as the process of diffusion/adoption of the knowledge of certain IS synergistic solutions, and the positive attitudes towards them, as discussed in Section 2.2. The manufacturing input-output processes in the estimated industrial system are shown in Figure 2 . produced by type I firms could be introduced to type II firms as an alternative source of required input; and (2) the by-product of type II firms could be used by type III firms as a substitute for raw material . As such, we could also conclude that the potential adopters of the IS solution for by-product are the type I and type II firms, while the type II and type III firms are the potential adopters of the IS solution for by-product .
It is assumed that at the beginning, a few firms may have already identified potential IS synergies (through their own R&D efforts, or through other R&D institutes, e.g., universities). The firms then transfer/exchange the knowledge of certain IS synergies with each other spontaneously, or under the intervention of a promoting agency, and eventually form their attitude (positive or not) towards the IS synergies. Accordingly, the following strategies for promoting the emergence of IS that will be investigated in the model:

Self-organizing (S-O) adopts a spontaneous strategy in the knowledge/attitude diffusion process of IS. The firms interact directly with each other through the self-organized inter-firm network, and spread their knowledge and opinions to their peers spontaneously without the intervention of the promoting agency.  Knowledge coordination (K-C) is a promoting strategy where the promoting agency acts as a "knowledge banker" [40] , providing firms with the ideas and knowledge of IS solutions via its connections with them. It is assumed that the promoting agency also has full knowledge about the IS solution in this scenario, and becomes one of the sources of the knowledge for the IS synergies.  Relationship coordination (R-C) is a promoting strategy where the promoting agency acts as the relationship broker, helping the firms to build new connections and strengthen communication with each other. In this scenario, the promoting agency is not involved in the knowledge transfer.  Combined coordination (C-C) is a promoting strategy where the promoting agency adopts both K-C and C-C to accelerate the adoption-decision making of firms.
Moreover, the strategies employed by the promoting agency promote the knowledge/attitude diffusion process (including K-C, R-C and C-C) by means of enhancing institutional capacity building. For example, knowledge coordination (K-C) strategy re-organizes knowledge transfer and helps enhance the knowledge capacity of potential IS participating firms, while relationship coordination (R-C) strategy re-constructs the inter-firm communication channels and facilitates interfirm relationship building, enhancing their relationship capacity [41, 42] . Additionally, mobilization capacity will also be enhanced through the promoting agency getting more firms in contact to exert influence. (1) the by-product A produced by type I firms could be introduced to type II firms as an alternative source of required input; and (2) the by-product B of type II firms could be used by type III firms as a substitute for raw material B. As such, we could also conclude that the potential adopters of the IS solution for by-product A are the type I and type II firms, while the type II and type III firms are the potential adopters of the IS solution for by-product B.
• Self-organizing (S-O) adopts a spontaneous strategy in the knowledge/attitude diffusion process of IS. The firms interact directly with each other through the self-organized inter-firm network, and spread their knowledge and opinions to their peers spontaneously without the intervention of the promoting agency.
•
Knowledge coordination (K-C) is a promoting strategy where the promoting agency acts as a "knowledge banker" [40] , providing firms with the ideas and knowledge of IS solutions via its connections with them. It is assumed that the promoting agency also has full knowledge about the IS solution in this scenario, and becomes one of the sources of the knowledge for the IS synergies.
Relationship coordination (R-C) is a promoting strategy where the promoting agency acts as the relationship broker, helping the firms to build new connections and strengthen communication with each other. In this scenario, the promoting agency is not involved in the knowledge transfer.
Combined coordination (C-C) is a promoting strategy where the promoting agency adopts both K-C and C-C to accelerate the adoption-decision making of firms.
Moreover, the strategies employed by the promoting agency promote the knowledge/attitude diffusion process (including K-C, R-C and C-C) by means of enhancing institutional capacity building. For example, knowledge coordination (K-C) strategy re-organizes knowledge transfer and helps enhance the knowledge capacity of potential IS participating firms, while relationship coordination (R-C) strategy re-constructs the inter-firm communication channels and facilitates inter-firm relationship building, enhancing their relationship capacity [41, 42] . Additionally, mobilization capacity will also be enhanced through the promoting agency getting more firms in contact to exert influence.
Other basic assumptions of this model are addressed as follows:
• For each simulation experiment, there is only one strategy that has been employed (S-O, K-C, R-C, or C-C) in the system at the same time. That is to say, this model does not consider the shifting of strategies during the simulation.
Agents and Their Properties
There are two types of agents involved in the estimated IS knowledge/attitude process: firm agents and promoter agents.
Firm Agents
Firm agents perceive potential innovation solutions, seek information and gain knowledge about the innovations, and eventually decide which attitude they will hold towards the innovation. Firms' decision-making processes, as described by Rogers (2003) , depend on the knowledge the potential adopters gradually accumulate about the innovations, and are also influenced by the opinions of their near-peers [22] (pp. 174-176). Moreover, the decision outcomes of adopters are also closely related to the their level of innovativeness [22] (p. 297). Based on the above discussion, we divide the properties of firm agents into two categories: inherent properties and status properties. Inherent properties are properties that do not change during the simulation process. These properties provide the basic profiles of the individual firm agents, and reveal their heterogeneity, which leads to different behavior and decision-making patterns. On the other hand, firm agents will update their status properties over time, based on their behavior rules and their perceived surrounding environment. Status properties present the current status of the knowledge the agents have, their evaluation of certain eco-innovations, and the decisions they make. Table 2 lists all the properties of a firm agent. Table 2 . The properties of firm agent i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) 1 .
Category
Label Name Description
Inherent properties
T i
Industrial type For agent i, T i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The value of T i indicates that the agent i is one of the type I (T i = 1), type II (T i = 2) or type III (T i = 3) firms.
M i
Processed material
In the model, we only consider the material A, B-the two materials that can be involved in the potential by-product synergies. For firm agent i, the materials it needs to process are presented by a vector M i = (m iA , m iB ), m ir ∈ {1, 0} (r = A, B). For a firm agent i, m ir = 1 means it need to process material r (r = A, B), otherwise it needs not. According to Figure 2 , for a firm agent i: [22] (p. 297). a i indicates the adopter category of firm agent i. The firm agents labeled as "innovator", have full knowledge of potential IS synergies, and act as the starting points of the diffusion process. a i is an influential factor for other properties of firm agent i, such as its capability to gain knowledge about eco-innovations (kc i ), the utility threshold for it to approve the IS solution (minU i ), and its perceptual capability to sense the sounding influences about certain eco-innovations (in f i ).
kc i Knowledge capability
For firm agent i, kc i is its capability to absorb the knowledge of a specific innovation. The value of kc i ∈ [0, 1] is determined by the agent's a i . For example, the agent, which is an innovator or early adopter, obtains a higher value of kc i .
minU i Utility threshold
For firm agent i, minU i ∈ [0, 1] is the minimum utility value needed to form a positive attitude towards the idea of an eco-innovation. minU i is a constant value determined by a i . For example, as an early adopter, the agent i needs a relatively lower utility threshold to adopt a new idea, while the laggards need more evidence to prove the utility of the innovation.
Agent is' perceptual ability to sense the sounding influences about certain eco-innovations, the value of in f i ∈ [0, 1] is determined by the agent's a i .
Status properties
The vector
indicates firms' knowledge level about a specific IS solution for the process of material A, B. The firm agent i updates its knowledge after the interaction with other agents. Moreover, k ir is also determined by m ir in a way that if m ir = 0, then k ir = 0, which means the agent will not get involved in the knowledge exchanges if it is irrelevant to them. At the initial stage, assume that the firm agents have a basic understanding about their processed materials, that is, if
The knowledge algorithm will be given later in Section 3.3.2.
AT i Attitude
The vector AT i = (at iA , at iB ) indicates firm agent i's attitude towards all the possible IS solutions for the process of material A, B. Each element at ir (r = A, B) of vector AT i represents firm agent i's attitude towards one specific IS solution. If at ir = 1(r = A, B), firm agent i has approved and accepted the idea of the corresponding IS solution.
Otherwise, at ir = 0(r = A, B). The attitude algorithm will be given in Section 3.3.3.
U ir Utility
For firm agent i, U ir is the utility it has evaluated about a specific IS solution for the process of material r (r = A, B). The calculation of U ir will be given in Section 3.3.3.
p_in f ir
Perceived external influence
For firm agent i, p_in f ir is the overall attitude of its external environment it has perceived towards IS solution about r. The calculation of p_in f ir will be given in Section 3.3.3.
1 N refers to the total number of firm agents.
Promoter Agents
In the proposed research, the promoting agency (represented as "promoter agent" in the designed model) is considered as the carrier and executor of the promoting strategies. As discussed in Section 3.1, the strategies considered in this research include knowledge coordination, relationship coordination and mobilization capacity building. In this model, we consider the introduction of a promoting agency in the industrial system as the major initiative to improve the mobilization capacity, through which knowledge sources and relational resources are formed and mobilized [5] .
We design the promoter agent with the following inherent properties (see Table 3 ): Table 3 . The properties of a promoter agent.
Label Name Description
PT
Types of promoting strategy
PT determines the strategies employed by the promoter agent. As discussed above, the strategies employed by the promoter agent considered in the proposed research including "knowledge coordination", "relationship coordination" and "combined coordination" (i.e., the combination of "knowledge coordination" and "relationship coordination").
p pro Rate of promotion p pro p pro ∈ [0, 1] is the percentage of the firm agents in the industrial system that the promoter agent has connected with. p pro reflects the mobilization capacity brought by the promoter agent.
n k−c Number of contacted firms at each time step
When the promoter employs the strategy of knowledge coordination (K-C), at each time step, it contacts a certain number (n k−c ) of firm agents it has linked to transfer knowledge to them.
PK
Promoter's Knowledge
When the promoter employs the strategy of knowledge coordination (K-C), we assume that the promoter has the full knowledge of the available IS solutions in this system, that is, PK = (pk A , pk B ) = (1, 1).
Number of coordinated pairs at each time step
When the promoter employs the strategy of relationship coordination (R-C), the promoter agent facilitates the communication and relationship building between firm agents it has linked with. At every time step, the promoter facilitates n r−c pair of firm agents to make them communicate or build new contacts with each other.
Agents' Behavior and Interactions
In an ABM, the intelligent agents adjust their behaviors and update their properties according to the environment they have perceived through interaction with other agents or certain environmental variables within this model. During the knowledge/attitude diffusion (or adoption from the individual agents' perspective) process, the behavior and interactions of firm agents we need to model include:
• Exchange of knowledge with other firm agents and promoter agents.
•
Decision-making about their attitude towards a specific IS solution.
• Generation of new contacts with the coordination of the promoter agent.
Moreover, in this model, two agents can only interact with each other when there is a link between them. This link reflects certain social channels existing between the firms in the real-world, through which the firms could exchange information, knowledge and share opinions.
The Channel of Interactions: Network Model Construction
In the model, the network of interaction channels consists of two parts-a hub-and-spoke network in which the promoter agent occupies the hub position, and an inter-firm network which is formed spontaneously.
The promoter creates contacts with the firm agents to transfer knowledge to them. Assume the number of firm agents in the model is N, then they form a star-shape network with N * p pro edges (see Table 3 for the explanation of p pro ).
We use a weighted small-world network to present the initial structure of the inter-firm network. The small-world network is a typical mathematical network model with a relatively high clustering coefficient and short average path length, exhibiting the characteristics of both a regular network and a random network [43] . Many realistic social networks, particularly inter-firm networks, are frequently characterized by the notion of a small-world structure [44] , and the mathematical and computational model of small-world networks has frequently been used in modeling and simulation experiments [45, 46] . We construct a small-world network with the Watts-Strogatz mechanism [43] . First, we build a regular graph with N firm agents as vertices, with each vertex having edges with its nearest n vertices (n is also the mean degree of the network), and it should satisfy N n ln(N). Then, the edges are rewired with the probability p rewire (0 ≤ p rewire ≤ 1) to create short cuts. e ij represents the edge between firm agents i and j, and the weight of edge e ij is w ij . For this undirected network, e ij = e ji and w ij = w ji . The value of w ij reflects the interaction frequency and the mutual influence between agents i and j. The higher w ij is, the greater the impact on the opinions of each other. The initial value of w ij = 1, and every interaction conducted through e ij will add 1 to w ij . In addition, the "relationship coordination (R-C)" and "combined coordination (C-C)" strategies will bring dynamic changes to the structure of the inter-firm network. At each time step t, n r−c pairs of firm agents that have been linked with the promoter agent are randomly selected. If there has been an edge between the selected pair of agents (e.g., agent i and agent j), then its weight w ij will add 1, indicating that agent i and j have communication under a promoter's coordination; on the contrary, new edge e ij is created with an initial weight w ij = 1.
Knowledge Exchange among Agents
We adopt the "knowledge broadcast" model proposed by Cowan (2005) [47] to construct the knowledge exchange mechanism in this model. The basic idea of "knowledge broadcast" is that, at certain time step t, for the interacting agent i and agent j, if k ir (t) > k jr (t) = 0, then the knowledge is transferred from agent i to agent j. In this case, agent i is the knowledge broadcaster, and agent j is the knowledge recipient. According to Cowan et al. (2004) , we model how the knowledge recipient (e.g., agent j) adjusts its knowledge properties after the knowledge exchange [48] :
According to Equation (1), knowledge exchange would not happen if
or k ir (t), k jr (t) = 0. The knowledge transferred at time t is
This reflects the realistic scenario that when the knowledge level of the recipient is far behind that of the broadcaster, it is hard for the recipient to understand and absorb the knowledge from the broadcaster. As the knowledge level of recipient increases, its capability to learn from the broadcaster is strengthened. However, as the knowledge levels of the two become more and more congruent, there is increasingly less new knowledge that the recipient could get from the broadcaster. Here λ indicates the capability of the recipient (agent j) to learn and absorb the innovative knowledge. Given a relatively higher value of λ, it is possible to get a result that k jr (t + 1) > k ir (t) at some point, which means the Formula (1) is also able to simulate the innovation of knowledge. In this model, we assign the value of knowledge capability kc j to λ,
In the proposed model, at each time step t, each firm agent contacts one of the other firm agents it has linked to exchange knowledge based on the algorithm we have discussed above. In addition, when the promoter agent employs the strategy of knowledge coordination (K-C) or combined coordination (C-C), at each time step, it contacts a certain number (n k−c ) of firm agents it has linked to transfer knowledge to them.
Decision-Making about the Formation of Attitude
Threshold models are frequently applied in diffusion research, especially in the diffusion of technology and products [49] . However, unlike commercial products or Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), which are the cases frequently studied in diffusion research, IS initiatives are not universally applicable for potential adopters since they require more resources and opportunities to ensure the follow-up business transactions.
An individual firm agent makes a decision about their attitude towards certain IS solutions based on their internal motivations and the perceived external influences. Then for firm agent i, the utility of a specific IS solution (about material r) is evaluated as:
U in f ,r represents the utility that agent i has perceived from its near peers, U k,r represents the utility that agent i predicts based on its own knowledge, and β r is the weighting factor that measures the ratios of the two aspects of the utility in the evaluation. β r reflects the degree of uncertainty and the associated risk of corresponding IS solutions to some content. Firms expect more support from the comments and opinions of their near peers when they consider a newly emerged, or more radical innovation. Thus, we could say that, a higher value of β r indicates that the corresponding IS solution has a higher associated risk and is more difficult to implement. Then firm agent i makes the decision to form an attitude towards a specific IS solution, by comparing U ir with its utility threshold:
As we have explained in Table 2 , the value of at ir implies agent i's attitude towards the IS solution about material r, either favor it (at ir = 1) or not (at ir = 0). The value of minU i is determined by the adopter category (a i ) of agent i.
Then we explain the calculation of utilities evaluated both based on their knowledge (U k,r ) and the externally influence they have perceived (U in f ,r ). First, agent i's knowledge is an important basis for determining the utility of certain IS solutions, thus:
The decision of an individual/organization to innovate is also influenced by the behavior and attitude of its peers. For the firm agents, the behavior of their peers towards certain innovations creates external pressures on their decision. When the pressure that firm agents have perceived is strong enough, they will follow the action that their peers have taken. The function of perceived utility is:
This part of utility is determined by agents' perception towards the eco-innovation (in f i ), and the external influences that agents have perceived (p_in f ir ). For agent i, in f i is determined by its adopter category; the firms that are more likely to adopt an eco-innovation (such as early adopters) can sense the positive attitudes towards the eco-innovation more easily. p_in f ir stands for the external attitude that agent i has perceived towards certain IS solutions the firm perceived. Here a threshold model proposed by Valente (1996) is adopted, which measures the influence from agents' direct connections [49] . Moreover, we improve the threshold model by taking into account the weights of the firm agents' linkages. As we discussed earlier, w ij measures the interaction frequency and the mutual influence between agents i and j, thus they will be more likely to exert influence on each other if w ij is high.
τ(i) indicates the collection of firm agents that are directly connected with agent i, while τ r (i) indicates the agents within τ(i) that have held a positive attitude towards the IS solution about material r. x measures the weighted ratio of positive attitudes towards a certain IS solution among agent i's directly-connected agents. When x exceeds a given threshold h, as expressed in Equation (6), firm agent i presumes that this IS solution has been generally approved by the community it is located in. Therefore, based on Equations (5)- (7):
Model Implementation
Section 3 described the building blocks of this model: model assumptions, the agents, their behavior pattern, the network structure of their interactions, and the mechanism of their decision-making. This section explains how these components come together to implement the agent-based model and conduct a simulation experiment. Figure 3 outlines the overall process of the simulation experiment, where the blue dot marks the starting point and the gray dot marks the end of the simulation process. The simulation begins with the model initialization which includes the creation of agents and the construction of the inter-agents network. 
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Model Implementation
Section 3 described the building blocks of this model: model assumptions, the agents, their behavior pattern, the network structure of their interactions, and the mechanism of their decisionmaking. This section explains how these components come together to implement the agent-based model and conduct a simulation experiment. Figure 3 outlines the overall process of the simulation experiment, where the blue dot marks the starting point and the gray dot marks the end of the simulation process. The simulation begins with the model initialization which includes the creation of agents and the construction of the inter-agents network. As shown in Figure 4 , a specified number of agents and the linkages among them are created, and their properties are set to the initial values. Moreover, the initialization procedure is slightly different according to the estimated strategies that we have discussed in Section 3.1-including selforganizing (S-O), knowledge coordination (K-O), relationship coordination (R-C) and combined coordination (C-C). The gray dot in Figure 4 marks the end of initialization as well as the beginning of the simulation experiment shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 4 , a specified number of agents and the linkages among them are created, and their properties are set to the initial values. Moreover, the initialization procedure is slightly different according to the estimated strategies that we have discussed in Section 3.1-including self-organizing (S-O), knowledge coordination (K-O), relationship coordination (R-C) and combined coordination (C-C). The gray dot in Figure 4 marks the end of initialization as well as the beginning of the simulation experiment shown in Figure 5 . 
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Model Implementation
Section 3 described the building blocks of this model: model assumptions, the agents, their behavior pattern, the network structure of their interactions, and the mechanism of their decisionmaking. This section explains how these components come together to implement the agent-based model and conduct a simulation experiment. Figure 3 outlines the overall process of the simulation experiment, where the blue dot marks the starting point and the gray dot marks the end of the simulation process. The simulation begins with the model initialization which includes the creation of agents and the construction of the inter-agents network. As shown in Figure 4 , a specified number of agents and the linkages among them are created, and their properties are set to the initial values. Moreover, the initialization procedure is slightly different according to the estimated strategies that we have discussed in Section 3.1-including selforganizing (S-O), knowledge coordination (K-O), relationship coordination (R-C) and combined coordination (C-C). The gray dot in Figure 4 marks the end of initialization as well as the beginning of the simulation experiment shown in Figure 5 . Additionally, the promoter agent is required to facilitate the communication between firm agents when the R-C or C-C strategies are employed. The process shown in Figure 5 is repeated in a given simulation time period (see the initial settings in Table 4 ). 
Simulation Process Scheduling
If
= 150, randomly divide the firm agents into four categories, then there are approximately 4 innovators (set = 0), 20 early adopters (set = 1), 51 early majority (set = 2), 51 late majority (set = 3) and 24 laggards (set = 4). Average degree of the inter-firm small-world network 3
The rewiring probability of the inter-firm small-world network 0. (1) the agents interact and exchange their knowledge with each other; (2) the firm agents decide on their attitude towards the IS solutions; and (3) data are exported for making plots and analysis of the results. Additionally, the promoter agent is required to facilitate the communication between firm agents when the R-C or C-C strategies are employed. The process shown in Figure 5 is repeated in a given simulation time period (see the initial settings in Table 4 ). Table 4 . Initial settings of the system environment.
Variables
Initial Values Notes
The number of firm agents N 150 If N = 150, randomly divide the firm agents into four categories, then there are approximately 4 innovators (set a i = 0), 20 early adopters (set a i = 1), 51 early majority (set a i = 2), 51 late majority (set a i = 3) and 24 laggards (set a i = 4).
Average degree of the inter-firm small-world network 3
The rewiring probability of the inter-firm small-world network 0.1
Initial weight w ij of the inter-firm linkage e ij 1
The weight of external influence when making decision β r (β A , β B )
The value indicates greater uncertainty of implementation of the IS solution for by-product B.
Threshold h 0.6
Basic knowledge level of firms k 0 0.1 Simulation time period 400 A simulation lasts for 400 time steps.
Implementation
This study introduces the simulation platform NetLogo 5.3.1 [50] to implement the designed ABM and run the simulation. The NetLogo interface of the proposed ABM is shown in Figure 6 . The buttons on the upper left control the experimental process. The green drop-down selecting box and sliders can be used to adjust the initial parameters of the model, e.g., the strategies, the network structures, and so on. The interactions and behavior of the agents are displayed in the 2D view in the middle of the interface. The two charts on the right side monitor the dynamic changes of agents.
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This study introduces the simulation platform NetLogo 5.3.1 [50] to implement the designed ABM and run the simulation. The NetLogo interface of the proposed ABM is shown in Figure 6 . The buttons on the upper left control the experimental process. The green drop-down selecting box and sliders can be used to adjust the initial parameters of the model, e.g., the strategies, the network structures, and so on. The interactions and behavior of the agents are displayed in the 2D view in the middle of the interface. The two charts on the right side monitor the dynamic changes of agents. 
Agents
Variables Initial Values
Firm agents
Initial knowledge of the material that firm agent need to process 
Analysis of Results
The simulation experiments investigated the knowledge/attitude diffusion of two by-product synergistic solutions-about by-products A and B-under different promoting strategies (K-C, R-C, and C-C) with a special focus on institutional capacity building. Additionally, the experiment on the spontaneous strategy S-O was also conducted to contrast with the outcomes observed with the promoting strategies. Figure 7 shows the knowledge/attitude diffusion process of IS under the different strategies. The type I, type II, and type III firm agents are represented by the circles, squares and triangles respectively. Moreover, the color of the firm agents indicates their attitudes toward the IS solutions-if the color turns green, the firm has formed positive attitude(s) towards at least one IS solution. The knowledge and influence are delivered through the inter-firm networks (the gray edges) and promoter-firm linkages (the yellow edges). 
The simulation experiments investigated the knowledge/attitude diffusion of two by-product synergistic solutions-about by-products and -under different promoting strategies (K-C, R-C, and C-C) with a special focus on institutional capacity building. Additionally, the experiment on the spontaneous strategy S-O was also conducted to contrast with the outcomes observed with the promoting strategies. Figure 7 shows the knowledge/attitude diffusion process of IS under the different strategies. The type I, type II, and type III firm agents are represented by the circles, squares and triangles respectively. Moreover, the color of the firm agents indicates their attitudes toward the IS solutionsif the color turns green, the firm has formed positive attitude(s) towards at least one IS solution. The knowledge and influence are delivered through the inter-firm networks (the gray edges) and promoter-firm linkages (the yellow edges). For each strategy, we conducted an experiment that was repeatedly executed 20 times, taking the average results to compare the performance of different strategies on: (1) diffusion of knowledge; and (2) diffusion of positive attitudes.
The Performance of Promoting Strategies
Diffusion of Knowledge
We consider the growth of average knowledge level of firms towards certain IS solutions as a reflection of knowledge diffusion. According to the designed interaction mechanism and the initial settings, with the two diffused IS solutions having similar mechanisms of knowledge transformation, their knowledge diffusion will not be very different under the same simulated strategies. Therefore we can just investigate the knowledge diffusion of IS solution about A, compare the mean values of k iA of all the type I and type II firm agents, and draw the results as in Figure 8 . Given a rate of promotion p pro = 40%, the performance of the S-O, K-C, R-C and C-C strategies, including the average knowledge level (Figure 8a ) and the standard deviation (Figure 8b ) of the simulation outcomes, were compared.
Firstly, as we can see in Figure 8a , if promoted by K-C, R-C or C-C, the average knowledge level increases faster and can eventually reach a much higher saturation level compared with the spontaneous strategy (S-O). The results of S-O also show a higher level of uncertainty or dispersion than those of the promoting strategies, because the standard deviation in S-O is much higher and consistently increases during the simulation process (Figure 8b ). For each strategy, we conducted an experiment that was repeatedly executed 20 times, taking the average results to compare the performance of different strategies on: (1) diffusion of knowledge; and (2) diffusion of positive attitudes.
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Diffusion of Knowledge
We consider the growth of average knowledge level of firms towards certain IS solutions as a reflection of knowledge diffusion. According to the designed interaction mechanism and the initial settings, with the two diffused IS solutions having similar mechanisms of knowledge transformation, their knowledge diffusion will not be very different under the same simulated strategies. Therefore we can just investigate the knowledge diffusion of IS solution about , compare the mean values of of all the type I and type II firm agents, and draw the results as in Figure 8 . Given a rate of promotion = 40%, the performance of the S-O, K-C, R-C and C-C strategies, including the average knowledge level (Figure 8a ) and the standard deviation (Figure 8b ) of the simulation outcomes, were compared.
Firstly, as we can see in Figure 8a , if promoted by K-C, R-C or C-C, the average knowledge level increases faster and can eventually reach a much higher saturation level compared with the spontaneous strategy (S-O). The results of S-O also show a higher level of uncertainty or dispersion than those of the promoting strategies, because the standard deviation in S-O is much higher and consistently increases during the simulation process (Figure 8b ). Secondly, we further compared the performances of the three promoting strategies. It could be concluded that, under the current settings, the strategies that have employed the measure of knowledge coordination (including K-C and C-C) perform better in knowledge diffusion. As shown in Figure 8a , the average knowledge level grows faster under K-C and C-C, even though it eventually reaches the same saturation level compared with the R-C strategy. On the other hand, the performance of C-C (green line) also indicated that the enhancement brought by the combined use of K-C and R-C strategies seems slim under current conditions. Moreover, the standard deviation curves of the results under the three promoting strategies show trends which are quite similar to each other. Secondly, we further compared the performances of the three promoting strategies. It could be concluded that, under the current settings, the strategies that have employed the measure of knowledge coordination (including K-C and C-C) perform better in knowledge diffusion. As shown in Figure 8a , the average knowledge level grows faster under K-C and C-C, even though it eventually reaches the same saturation level compared with the R-C strategy. On the other hand, the performance of C-C (green line) also indicated that the enhancement brought by the combined use of K-C and R-C strategies seems slim under current conditions. Moreover, the standard deviation curves of the results under the three promoting strategies show trends which are quite similar to each other.
Diffusion of Positive Attitudes
For the analysis of attitude diffusion, we compared the performances of the different strategies based on their influence on two different IS solutions, given a rate of promotion p pro = 40%. We set the weights of external influence as β A = 0.3 and β B = 0.5, which reflects how much the firms depend on the opinions of their peers when they make decisions about their attitude towards these two available IS solutions. Based on the initial settings of the simulation, there are 100 potential adopters for each IS solution. The increasing number of firms which become interested in the IS solutions indicates the diffusion process of positive attitudes among firms. Figure 9 shows the simulation results under the strategies of S-O, K-C, R-C, C-C. We can see that, none of the strategies were successful in spreading the positive attitudes to all the potential adopters, since the firms' decision-making is more or less dependent on their peers' opinion as well as their own level of innovativeness (represented by adopter categories). In addition, we observed the significant influence of the weight of external influence (β A and β B ) on the diffusion of positive attitudes. We also observed the significance of the weight of external influence (β A and β B ) on the diffusion of positive attitudes. In general, under the same conditions (e.g., strategies), the positive attitudes towards the solution of by-product A could be adopted by more firms than that of by-product B. Figure 9a ,b shows results that seem very similar to those of knowledge diffusion (see Figure 8a ), where the diffusion of positive attitudes towards both IS solutions could be largely improved by the promoting strategies. Figure 9a shows that for the IS solution of by-product A, the positive attitude diffusion patterns under different promoting strategies eventually reach a similar saturation, although with slightly different speeds. While considering the IS solution of by-product B, where the adoption decision is more dependent on peers' opinions, the R-C and C-C strategies show significant advantages compared with K-C (see Figure 9b )-the attitude diffusion reaches a higher saturation level under R-C than K-C, and the combined use of the two strategies (C-C) can make the process reach the saturation level faster. 
For the analysis of attitude diffusion, we compared the performances of the different strategies based on their influence on two different IS solutions, given a rate of promotion = 40%. We set the weights of external influence as = 0.3 and = 0.5, which reflects how much the firms depend on the opinions of their peers when they make decisions about their attitude towards these two available IS solutions. Based on the initial settings of the simulation, there are 100 potential adopters for each IS solution. The increasing number of firms which become interested in the IS solutions indicates the diffusion process of positive attitudes among firms. Figure 9 shows the simulation results under the strategies of S-O, K-C, R-C, C-C. We can see that, none of the strategies were successful in spreading the positive attitudes to all the potential adopters, since the firms' decision-making is more or less dependent on their peers' opinion as well as their own level of innovativeness (represented by adopter categories). In addition, we observed the significant influence of the weight of external influence ( and ) on the diffusion of positive attitudes. We also observed the significance of the weight of external influence ( and ) on the diffusion of positive attitudes. In general, under the same conditions (e.g., strategies), the positive attitudes towards the solution of by-product could be adopted by more firms than that of byproduct . Figure 9a ,b shows results that seem very similar to those of knowledge diffusion (see Figure 8a ), where the diffusion of positive attitudes towards both IS solutions could be largely improved by the promoting strategies. Figure 9a shows that for the IS solution of by-product , the positive attitude diffusion patterns under different promoting strategies eventually reach a similar saturation, although with slightly different speeds. While considering the IS solution of by-product , where the adoption decision is more dependent on peers' opinions, the R-C and C-C strategies show significant advantages compared with K-C (see Figure 9b )-the attitude diffusion reaches a higher saturation level under R-C than K-C, and the combined use of the two strategies (C-C) can make the process reach the saturation level faster. 
Sensitivity Analysis: The Influence of Rate of Promotion ( )
In order to validate how changes in input parameters could alter the simulation results, it was necessary to conduct a sensitivity analysis. The parameter describes the proportion of firm agents it could reach to exert influence (see Table 3 ), reflecting the mobilization capacity provided by the promoter (discussed in Sections 2.2 and 3.1). Table 6 shows the different scenarios examined in the sensitivity analysis, with different values of (30%, 40%, and 50%) and the different promoting strategies. In order to validate how changes in input parameters could alter the simulation results, it was necessary to conduct a sensitivity analysis. The p pro parameter describes the proportion of firm agents it could reach to exert influence (see Table 3 ), reflecting the mobilization capacity provided by the promoter (discussed in Sections 2.2 and 3.1). Table 6 shows the different scenarios examined in the sensitivity analysis, with different values of p pro (30%, 40%, and 50%) and the different promoting strategies. 
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Promoting Strategies K-C R-C C-C 40% 40%, K-C (baseline) 40%, R-C (baseline) 40%, C-C (baseline) 30% 30%, K-C 30%, R-C 30%, C-C 50% 50%, K-C 50%, R-C 50%, C-C Figure 10 presents the patterns of knowledge diffusion under different values of p pro . It shows that the changes in values of p pro do have an effect on the performance of R-C and C-C strategies (see Figure 10b ,c respectively). The increase of p pro speeds up the knowledge diffusion process and also improves the saturation level of knowledge that eventually could be achieved. However, Figure 10a shows a negligible effect of the increase of p pro on the performance of K-C. 
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30%, K-C 30%, R-C 30%, C-C 50% 50%, K-C 50%, R-C 50%, C-C Figure 10 presents the patterns of knowledge diffusion under different values of . It shows that the changes in values of do have an effect on the performance of R-C and C-C strategies (see Figure 10b,c respectively) . The increase of speeds up the knowledge diffusion process and also improves the saturation level of knowledge that eventually could be achieved. However, Figure  10a shows a negligible effect of the increase of on the performance of K-C. Then, we investigate the diffusion of positive attitudes, which reflects the identification or discovery of the IS opportunity sets. Considering the attitude diffusion of two IS synergies, one reflects a simpler IS solution (of by-product A with β A = 0.3) and the other reflects a much more complex solution (of by-product B with β B = 0.5). Figure 11 shows the performance of different strategies on the diffusion of positive attitudes towards the IS solution of by-product A. It shows that increased p pro could improve the performance of R-C (see Figure 11b ) and C-C (see Figure 11c) ; however, it had very little impact on the performance of K-C (see Figure 11a ). Figure 11d further shows the cross comparison, indicating that given a lower value of p pro (30%), K-C might be the better strategy to promote the diffusion of positive attitudes, rather than either of the other two strategies. However, with increasing p pro (40%, 50%), the performance of R-C starts to improve and becomes very close to that of K-C. In addition, the performance of C-C, which is the combined use of K-C and R-C, shows a significant improvement with the increase of p pro . Figure 11 shows the performance of different strategies on the diffusion of positive attitudes towards the IS solution of by-product . It shows that increased could improve the performance of R-C (see Figure 11b ) and C-C (see Figure 11c) ; however, it had very little impact on the performance of K-C (see Figure 11a ). Figure 11d further shows the cross comparison, indicating that given a lower value of (30%), K-C might be the better strategy to promote the diffusion of positive attitudes, rather than either of the other two strategies. However, with increasing (40%, 50%), the performance of R-C starts to improve and becomes very close to that of K-C. In addition, the performance of C-C, which is the combined use of K-C and R-C, shows a significant improvement with the increase of . In the case of positive attitudes diffusion towards the IS solution of by-product , the increase of improved the performance of all the three promoting strategies (see Figure 12) . However, the effect of was more pronounced in R-C and C-C (see Figure 12b ,c), while in K-C the enhancement of performance brought by the increase of seems very limited (see Figure 12a ). Figure 11d also indicates that R-C is a more promising strategy to promote the diffusion of positive attitudes towards the IS solution of by-product , compared with K-C, because it could achieve a higher saturation level, even with a lower (30%). Additionally, compared with R-C, the employment of C-C could speed up the diffusion process of positive attitudes. In the case of positive attitudes diffusion towards the IS solution of by-product B, the increase of p pro improved the performance of all the three promoting strategies (see Figure 12) . However, the effect of p pro was more pronounced in R-C and C-C (see Figure 12b ,c), while in K-C the enhancement of performance brought by the increase of p pro seems very limited (see Figure 12a) . Figure 11d also indicates that R-C is a more promising strategy to promote the diffusion of positive attitudes towards the IS solution of by-product B, compared with K-C, because it could achieve a higher saturation level, even with a lower p pro (30%). Additionally, compared with R-C, the employment of C-C could speed up the diffusion process of positive attitudes. 
Discussion of Results
In this model, the knowledge/attitude diffusion process of the IS solutions leads to the identification of potential IS opportunities, and gradually emerges with or without the intervention by a promoter agent through strategies that enhance institutional capacity building. It can be concluded that, although the K-C does have a positive impact on promoting knowledge and attitude diffusion, its performance could only be slightly further enhanced through the increase of . K-C is only shown to be an effective strategy for the attitude diffusion of the simpler IS solution (i.e., about by-product ), given the limited mobilization capacity (i.e., = 30%) provided by the promoting agency.
The advantage of R-C is mainly manifested in the diffusion of positive attitudes towards a more complex solution (e.g., about by-product ) with relatively high uncertainty and associated risk, and the increase of could largely enhance the performance of R-C. We could therefore say that, through R-C, the promoter gathers the firms together to establish a community where the firms become interconnected gradually and more dependent on the opinions of each other. Additionally, the increase of enlarges the size of this community and further magnifies firms' perceptions of positive attitudes. The simulation results also show that the C-C strategy-combined use of K-C and R-C-could achieve better improved diffusion of positive attitudes than solely applying K-C or R-C, 
In this model, the knowledge/attitude diffusion process of the IS solutions leads to the identification of potential IS opportunities, and gradually emerges with or without the intervention by a promoter agent through strategies that enhance institutional capacity building. It can be concluded that, although the K-C does have a positive impact on promoting knowledge and attitude diffusion, its performance could only be slightly further enhanced through the increase of p pro . K-C is only shown to be an effective strategy for the attitude diffusion of the simpler IS solution (i.e., about by-product A), given the limited mobilization capacity (i.e., p pro = 30%) provided by the promoting agency.
The advantage of R-C is mainly manifested in the diffusion of positive attitudes towards a more complex solution (e.g., about by-product B) with relatively high uncertainty and associated risk, and the increase of p pro could largely enhance the performance of R-C. We could therefore say that, through R-C, the promoter gathers the firms together to establish a community where the firms become interconnected gradually and more dependent on the opinions of each other. Additionally, the increase of p pro enlarges the size of this community and further magnifies firms' perceptions of positive attitudes. The simulation results also show that the C-C strategy-combined use of K-C and R-C-could achieve better improved diffusion of positive attitudes than solely applying K-C or R-C, especially given sufficient mobilization capacity (i.e., p pro = 40%, 50%). However, we should consider the cost of conducting both K-C and R-C at the same time in reality.
Given a complex real-world phenomenon such as the emergence process of IS, which is difficult to perfectly replicate from place to place, it is impractical to conduct repeated experiments in the real world to obtain optimal decisions. However, the ABM approach provides a practical tool for addressing real-world problems with computational simulation experiments [38] . As discussed above, the proposed ABM could be applied as a testbed for scenario analysis and strategy evaluation in the contexts of IS knowledge and attitude diffusion (or the identification of IS opportunities). The simulated scenarios in this ABM are simplified to focus on the performance of promotion strategies conducted through enhanced institutional capacity building. Aiming to evaluate strategies and provide recommendations that promote the emergence of IS, the proposed ABM is suitable for the investigation of realistic cases involving large EIPs as well as the industrial clusters in eco-transformation. Given the certain scale of large EIPs and industrial clusters, the role of the promoter becomes even more necessary to conduct knowledge and relationship coordination to accelerate the spread of knowledge and positive attitude in the heterogeneous systems involving diverse industries.
Conclusions and Future Research
This paper investigates the performance of different strategies to promote the identification of opportunity sets for IS synergies. Considering that IS as a systemic eco-innovation, we incorporated the theoretical perspective of DoI into the research framework of IS development, gained an understanding of the actions and interactions of firms based on the innovation-decision process, and designed an ABM to conduct simulations on the diffusion of IS knowledge/attitudes.
Two strategies that correspond with the enhancement of knowledge capacity (knowledge coordination strategy) and relationship capacity (relationship coordination strategy) were investigated in the simulation. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis using the parameter p pro , which provided an indication of the mobilization capacity of a promoting agency, was conducted. The results confirmed that the implementation of promoting strategies, independently or simultaneously, will largely promote the identification of IS opportunities (reflected by the diffusion of positive attitudes towards certain IS solutions). In addition, the mobilization capacity of a promoting agency (reflected by p pro ) has a positive impact on the performance of promoting strategies. Our results prove that our model is an effective testbed for scenario analysis and strategy evaluation in the context of the identification of IS opportunities, and the results have implications for the IS promoting agencies (e.g., central planners in the planned IS/EIPs, or facilitators in the facilitated IS/EIPs) to choose their strategy or design a combination of strategies in a given context.
At the current stage of the model, our approach presents some limitations that arise from the assumptions made in the model design, including:
(1) The current model focuses on the identification of IS opportunity sets, and does not analyze the matching-making and decision-making processes that lead to IS implementation. (2) The current model does not take external environmental conditions into consideration; for example, policy pressure, regulation and environmental subsidies. (3) The cestimated industrial system basically consists of three types of firms and two feasible IS synergies. The diversity presented in the model is very low compared with that of industrial systems in the real world. (4) The current model is based on a relatively static community structure, where neither the entry/exit of firms nor the break of inter-agent relationships is considered.
Our future research will focus not only the identification of opportunity sets, but also on firms' decision-making based on their own economic interests. It will be necessary to look at the decision-making and IS implementation processes, and investigate how the elements of institutional capacity stimulate the implementation of IS synergies identified in the opportunity sets, for example, through reducing the transaction cost for symbiotic exchanges [17] .
